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As an electronic structure calculation of the B-type model-DNA, the calculation of (poly-(guanine) poly-
(cytosine)) model polymer is performed by means of the ab initio crystal orbital method adapting the screw axis-
symmetry which results in great reduction of computational efforts. All sugar backbones and sodium phosphate 
are included in the calculations. Energy band structures are calculated at the 6-31G level. For a comparison, the 
calculation without sodium phosphate is also performed. The resultant energy band structure is very different from 
that of the original one and it should be concluded that the alkali phosphate is necessary to describe the electronic 
structure of model-DNA.
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Figure 1. Translational vector and helix angle of polymer.
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Figure 2. The energy band structures and the density of states 
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Table 1. Test calculations of poly-(dG) poly-(dC)
N total energy time[s] top of VB bot. of CB band gap
5 -3070.40145 10435 -0.15397 0.01266 0.16663
10 -3070.40179 20690 -0.15210 0.00906 0.16116
15 -3070.40243 30945 -0.15264 0.00722 0.15986
20 -3070.40277 40870 -0.15334 0.00539 0.15873
25 -3070.40314 51126 -0.15392 0.00396 0.15788
30 -3070.40347 61744 -0.15435 0.00267 0.15702
40 -3070.40419 81644 -0.15497 0.00050 0.15547
50 -3070.40502 102281 -0.15539 -0.00140 0.15399
